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*Rounded to the nearest 100. Data have been adjusted for reporting delay. 

Presentation Notes�
Based on a biological marker of recent HIV infection, CDC used a stratified extrapolation approach to estimate the HIV incidence among persons age 13 years or older in 22 states in 2006.  The total was extrapolated to all 50 states and the District of Columbia by applying the HIV incidence to AIDS ratio in the 22 states to the number of AIDS cases in the non-incidence areas.  Based on the stratified extrapolation approach the incidence of HIV in the US for 2006 was 56,300 new infections, with a 95% confidence interval of 48,200 to 64,500. 
State-level HIV incidence estimates generated by CDC were based on national HIV surveillance datasets with cases reported to CDC through June 2007 in order to allow adequate time for reporting delay. The estimated number of new HIV infections by state ranged from 500 to 6,300. 
Multiple imputations for missing data at the state level were conducted using the national dataset stratified for estimation by sex, race/ethnicity, age at infection and transmission category. There were 67 strata in total. The incidence estimates were adjusted for risk redistribution, and rounded to the nearest 100. 
State-level HIV incidence estimates calculated by states are likely to differ from the estimates provided by CDC. Multiple factors contribute to the difference. National HIV surveillance datasets were developed after a national de-duplication process that may lead states to include different cases in their datasets. CDC used cases reported to the national HIV/AIDS Reporting System through June, 2007; states may choose a different cutoff date. Multiple imputations for estimates provided by CDC were conducted on combined data from the 22 incidence states. When states develop their own estimates they use only their state’s data for imputations. The number of cases for many states is small, and the proportion of missing data may differ significantly from the proportion of missing data within the national dataset.  Depending on the local HIV epidemic, states will use different stratification factors when estimating local HIV incidence.  Estimates provided by CDC were adjusted for reporting delay and risk redistribution. States have the option of making or not making these adjustments.�




